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A handful of high-frequency trading firms accounted for an estimated 70 percent of overall
trading volume on U.S. equities markets in 2009. One firm with such a computerized system
traded over 2 billion shares in a single day in October 2008, amounting to over 10 percent
of U.S. equities trading volume for the day. What are the advantages and disadvantages
of this technology-dependent trading environment, and how are its risks controlled?

A small group of high-frequency algorithmic

A major issue for regulators
and policymakers is the extent
to which high-frequency trading
amplifies risks, including
systemic risk.

trading firms have invested heavily in
technology to leverage the nexus of highspeed communications, mathematical
advances, trading, and high-speed computing. By doing so, they are able to
complete trades at lightning speeds. Highfrequency algorithmic trading strategies
rely on computerized quantitative models
that identify which type of financial instruments to buy or sell (e.g., stocks, options,
or futures1), as well as the quantity, price,
timing, and location of the trades. These
so-called black boxes are capable of reading market data, transmitting thousands
of order messages per second to an exchange, cancelling and replacing orders
based on changing market conditions,
and capturing price discrepancies with
little or no human intervention. The TABB
Group, a financial markets research firm,
estimates that algorithmic trading in the
U.S. equities markets grew from 30 percent of total volume in 2005 to about
70 percent in 2009 and that 2 percent
of the 20,000 trading firms in the U.S.
initiate these transactions.2 These firms
made about $21 billion in profits during
2008.3 Many of them are based in Chicago
and are staffed by former floor traders of
the city’s major exchanges—the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago
Board of Trade (both now parts of the
CME Group) and the Chicago Board
Options Exchange.

In view of the speeds at which these firms
trade, some industry experts have expressed concern over the potential for
one or more black boxes going berserk
and causing huge losses. Certainly, trading losses due to errors are routine in an
open outcry trading environment, and
numerous trading errors in electronic,
screen-based trading environments have
resulted in individual losses amounting
to hundreds of millions of dollars. Although algorithmic trading errors have
occurred, we likely have not yet seen the
full breadth, magnitude, and speed with
which they can be generated. Furthermore, many such errors may be hidden
from public view because a large number
of high-frequency trading firms are privately held, rely on proprietary technology, and have no customers.
While black boxes execute trades with
little or no human intervention, their
operation is still in human hands. For
example, human beings decide how these
tools are developed, programmed, and
tested; when they are turned on and off;
and who has access to them. So, what are
the risks associated with high-frequency
trading, and how are these risks controlled? In this Chicago Fed Letter, I examine
why speed is important to high-frequency
trading strategies and how trading
firms and exchanges increase speed
through unfiltered sponsored access

and co-location. I discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of speed, which require careful risk management. Finally,
I explain how pre- and post-trade risk
controls help manage these risks.
The importance of speed

A main goal of high-frequency trading
strategies is to reduce latency, or delays,
in placing, filling, and confirming or cancelling orders. This is important because
price takers—those who place orders to
buy or sell—are exposed to market risk
prior to receiving confirmation that their
orders have been filled. Price makers—

clear their trades through clearing members. Clearing members are financially
responsible for the trades of their customers and any nonclearing members
who clear trades through them, which
include any customers of those nonclearing members.
A two-tiered risk-management structure
exists to monitor the credit and trading
risks that clearing members pose to the
clearinghouse and that customers and
nonclearing members pose to the clearing member, although the extent of
oversight varies across clearinghouses,

The high-frequency trading environment has the potential to
generate errors and losses at a speed and magnitude far
greater than that in a floor or screen-based trading environment.
those who provide resting bids (buy
orders) and offers (sell orders) or respond
to buy or sell orders—are exposed to the
risk that their prices will remain in the
market at a time when the market has
moved in the opposite direction of
their strategy.
Latency is measured in microseconds
(millionths of a second) and has various
components, including speed at which
market data and signals from the marketplace are processed and geographical distance and response time from the
exchange matching engine (a computer
or computers where the trade is matched
and executed). By reducing latency,
high-frequency traders are able to send
their buy and sell orders to the exchange
matching engine at breakneck speeds
in the hopes of getting their trades 
executed first.
To further satisfy trading firms’ desire for
speed, there have been some new developments in how some customers of
clearing members and some nonclearing
members send trades to an exchange.
Clearing members are members of an
exchange clearinghouse, where trades
are matched and settled, and are referred
to as broker–dealers in the securities markets and as futures commission merchants
(FCMs) in the futures markets.4 Nonclearing members are not members of
the exchange clearinghouse and must

broker–dealers, and FCMs. The clearinghouse monitors clearing members, requires them to meet stringent capital
requirements, and demands margin (collateral) payments for positions they maintain, including customer and nonclearing
member positions. Clearinghouses also
require clearing members to contribute
to a loss-sharing pool that is maintained
in case one or more clearing members
become insolvent. Some clearinghouses
also impose additional assessments on
clearing members if the losses arising
from a defaulting clearing member exceed the amount in the loss-sharing pool.
Together, these measures help mitigate
the credit risk that a clearing member
poses to the clearinghouse. In turn, clearing members oversee customers and
nonclearing members because of the
credit and trading risks they pose to
the clearing member.
Unfiltered sponsored access and
co-location

Clearing members’ customers and nonclearing members typically send their orders to the exchange using the clearing
members’ trading infrastructure. To control the risk of potential losses arising
from these trades, the clearing member
sets pre-trade limits, such as price and
quantity, which prevent trades outside a
certain range from being executed. Rather than using clearing members’ trading

platforms, some customers of clearing
members and some nonclearing members now reduce latency by sending
their trades directly to the exchange,
using their own or vendor-provided
trading platforms.
There are two types of arrangements:
sponsored access and unfiltered sponsored access. Sponsored access allows
clearing members’ customers and nonclearing members to access the exchange
matching engine directly and includes
some pre-trade risk controls, such as price
and quantity limits. Unfiltered sponsored
access—known as “naked access” in the
equities markets and as “direct market
access” in the futures markets—enables
customers of clearing members and nonclearing members to bypass pre-trade risk
controls and to send trades directly to the
matching engine. Customers of clearing
members and nonclearing members find
it desirable to have unfiltered sponsored
access because pre-trade risk controls
slow trades down and increase latency.
Another development in reducing latency
is related to how close a trading firm’s
server is to the exchange matching engine. It is estimated that for each 100 miles
the server is located away from the matching engine, 1 millisecond (thousandth
of a second) of delay is added. To reduce
this latency, many exchanges now offer
co-location services, which allow trading
firms to place their servers close to the
exchange matching engine. Doing so
significantly reduces the time it takes
to access the central order book, where
electronic information on quotes to
buy and sell as well as current market
prices are warehoused. It also decreases
the time it takes to transmit trade instructions and execute matched trades.
Co-location services are offered by numerous exchanges, including NYSE (New
York Stock Exchange) Euronext, Eurex,
IntercontinentalExchange (ICE), and
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.5
Advantages and disadvantages of
speed

Many factors have driven the adoption
of high-frequency algorithmic trading,
including the ability to more quickly
capture trading opportunities and achieve
best execution and desired benchmark

price.6 A significant catalyst for this change
was the decimalization of U.S. capital
markets in 2000, which resulted in the
price of stocks being quoted in decimals
(pennies) rather than fractions of a dollar. Smaller tick sizes—the smallest increment by which the price of a financial
instrument can move—caused an explosion in market data volumes. Processing
such high volumes began to exceed the
data assimilation capabilities of human
traders, whereas machines were ideally
suited to handling thousands of data
points per second.7
There is evidence that high-frequency
algorithmic trading also has some positive
benefits for investors by narrowing
spreads—the difference between the price
at which a buyer is willing to purchase
a financial instrument and the price at
which a seller is willing to sell it—and
by increasing liquidity at each decimal
point.8 However, a major issue for regulators and policymakers is the extent to
which high-frequency trading, unfiltered
sponsored access, and co-location amplify
risks, including systemic risk, by increasing
the speed at which trading errors or
fraudulent trades can occur. Robert L. D.
Colby, former deputy director of the
Trading and Markets Division, Securities
Exchange Commission (SEC), said that
if two minutes pass from the time a
broker–dealer receives information on
the trades that were executed by a customer with unfiltered sponsored access,
hundreds of thousands of trades worth
billions of dollars could take place.9 On
January 13, 2010, the SEC proposed a
rule change that would prevent broker–
dealers from providing customers with unfiltered sponsored access to an exchange.10
Concerns over a black box going berserk
arise from some well-known trading
errors in the electronic trading environment.11 For example, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average dropped 100 points in
2002 when a Bear Stearns trader inadvertently entered a sell order for $4 billion instead of $4 million. More than
$600 million of the stock changed hands
before the error was detected.12 Similarly,
a Morgan Stanley trader entered an order to buy 100,000 shares in 2007, using
a tool with a built-in multiplier of 1,000.
The order was entered as $10.8 billion

instead of $10.8 million. Before the bank
realized the mistake and cancelled the
order, 81.5 million shares totaling
$875.3 million had been traded.13
Sometimes, these trading errors have been
the result of the removal of pre-trade risk
controls to decrease latency. For example, futures broker MF Global suffered
$141.5 million in losses in February 2008,
when a rogue trader initiated transactions
during off hours using a terminal intended for the business of major customers. One breakdown in MF Global’s
internal risk systems was the removal of
trade limits, which had been done to
increase trading speeds.14
Because speed is vastly increased in an
algorithmic trading environment, particularly when unfiltered sponsored access
and co-location are involved, some market participants have expressed concern
that trading errors and losses have the
potential of being even greater than those
in the electronic, screen-based trading
environment. While it is difficult to know
if such a scenario will ever occur, we do
know there have been instances of highfrequency trading errors leading to losses.
For example, in 2003 a U.S. trading firm
became insolvent in 16 seconds when an
employee who had no involvement with
algorithms switched one on. It took the
company 47 minutes to realize it had gone
bust and to call its clearing bank, which
was unaware of the situation.15 In a separate event, the NYSE recently fined
Credit Suisse for an incident in 2007, when
a trader who was also a programmer
changed the parameters on an algorithm.
The change resulted in a message loop
that sent 600,000 messages to the matching engine in 20 minutes, which severely
slowed message traffic at the exchange.
The NYSE rejected about 400,000 of
these messages, but it has not been disclosed if the remaining 200,000 orders
resulted in any trading losses.16
Firms with weak internal controls are
exposed to risks related to the speed at
which trades can be executed and the
circumvention of pre-trade risk controls.
Moreover, because black boxes sometimes trade with other black boxes, an
erroneous price from one could impact
the trading strategy of another.

Pre- and post-trade risk controls

Pre- and post-trade risk controls exist at
various levels of the trading process to
prevent and limit losses. Some exchanges
have pre-trade volume and price limits
that stop trades outside a certain quantity
or price from being executed. Others
have trade bust policies that cancel clearly
erroneous trades. A well-built algorithm
contains risk controls, such as price and
quantity limits. Broker–dealers and FCMs
are responsible for verifying the financial
integrity and risk controls of their customers and nonclearing members, whether
they are floor, screen-based, or algorithmic traders. As discussed earlier, clearinghouses impose risk controls on their
members. Moreover, some clearinghouses, such as the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, provide FCMs with near realtime information on their customers’
trades. This post-trade information enables
FCMs to monitor customers and nonclearing members with unfiltered sponsored access and to make decisions on
whether to allow them to continue
trading. Therefore, of paramount importance is the speed at which clearing
members receive post-trade information
from the clearinghouse and incorporate this information into their riskmanagement systems so that erroneous
trades can be detected and stopped. Also,
clearing members need an automated
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means to stop trades, which not all 
exchanges provide.
Conclusion

The high-frequency trading environment
has the potential to generate errors and
losses at a speed and magnitude far greater than that in a floor or screen-based
trading environment. In addition, the
types of risk-management tools employed
by broker–dealers and FCMs, their

customers, nonclearing members, exchanges, and clearinghouses vary; and
their robustness for withstanding losses
from high-frequency algorithmic trading
is uncertain. Because these losses have
the capability of impacting the financial
conditions of the broker–dealers and
FCMs and possibly the clearinghouses,
determining and applying the appropriate balance of financial and operational
controls is crucial.
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